WELCOME TO LIVING SCULPTURE!

The Cornell Garden-Based Learning Institute is delighted to introduce the weird, wacky, and wild world of living sculpture. From sod furniture and topiary domes, to creative mowing and imaginatively grafted trees, you may be surprised to see just how many crazy possibilities there are with living sculpture. Creating your own living sculpture will allow you to make the perfect mix of art, horticulture, and function that appeals to you.

In this kit we offer materials and suggestions for living sculpture activities. There are both large scale weekend projects and small individual projects that take only a few hours to create. Please take this opportunity to join us in exploring living sculpture.

Enclosed is a beautiful inspiration poster featuring living sculpture projects and practical living art techniques. With the grass seeds you can begin to grow your own living art materials. We have included a ‘How To’ poster that you can share with friends and neighbors to get started on the ever popular sod sofa project. The ‘Get Inspired’ sticker will help you show off your creativity and love of living sculpture to others. Remember that our materials and procedures are merely suggestions. There is always room for endless creativity!

Check out our website, [http://www.hort.cornell.edu/livingsculpture](http://www.hort.cornell.edu/livingsculpture) for many more ideas and resources for creating your own amazing living art. We hope that you will become as passionate about living sculpture as we are. Remember to send us your photos, artwork, ideas, and more. We will add them to our website to help and inspire others to get involved too!

Anything goes in the world of living sculpture and there is never a project too big or too small. There are many beautiful living art projects out there just waiting to be completed. So... Get Inspired, Get Creative, and Get Going!

Thank you for your interest in Living Sculpture,
The Living Sculpture Team

For More Information Contact: Marcia Eames Sheavly • 169 Plant Science • 607-255-178 • ME14@cornell.edu